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1. Jnrroducrion 
Over the past thirty years., since its founding in 1972 as a relief and rehabili,ation 
organizauon, BRAC has grown and evolved jr,to a large ~na eiTecrive non-governmental 
development organization_ BRAC has all along been pursuing a holistic approach to 
poveny reduction, which is reflected in Lhc breadth ofirs programmes 
BRAC activities are carried out through different programmes, which are, developmcnr. 
educarion and health. Development program consists Rural and Urban development 
program which focuses on the socto-economtc development of underpnvileged women 
through access to credil. capaciry developmenr. savmgs mobJhzarion, msritution building 
and awareness ~n:ation 
BRAC's Educanon Programme provides a u11ique education for the children of poorcr 
households,. while the Health, Nutrition and Population P;v~mme is designed to address 
the health and nuuiuonal status of women ar.d children at community level There arc 
some other activities '"ilich suppon the core programmes The organization also operates 
some inrome earning for proJects profu which m 1um is used to cross subsidtze BRAC 
programmes 
BRAC's development progr:unme embodies the core interventions for poverty 
allevtation It has covered 60,000 of Bangladesh's 84,000 villages and mvolves around 
3.8 miltion women of poor oousholds Along, with ittc.ome attd employment !),cncration. it 
anempts to promote social development w1th focus on the poor women (and rncn). 
consciousness and awareness building. gender equity and human resource development 
tbroosh \raining and other ·ways Near\y 10% of BRAC sc.hool a;{cnd~~ (I .\ million 
pupils) are girls who come from the poorer section of tJJ(: community for whom the 
public sector schools arc least acc~sible. The effecuvc:tess of the BRAC schools in 
terms of cost. drop out. attendance and achievement is very htgh 'BRAC's Health. 
Nutrition and Population Programme is primarily focused on its tilTSCl pantcrpan:s, thal 
ts, members of the viiJage organizations (VO). But some of the component are focused 
towards the community as a whole and opcrllled in collaboration and partnersllip with 
the government. 
2. B:~ckground 
BRAC htos moved fol'\'lard lhrough rliffcren\ Sl~es ru\d devised stra\e!)i<:s ?.I d11Tcrcn\ 
times In 1994, BRAC developed a st~tegic plan for five years taking mto cons•dcration 
the prevailing mtemal and e.xremal environment In 1997, BRAC re\'icwed that plan and 
developed a ten-year strategic pl;~n (1998-2007). Within three years from 199&, 
considerable changes were observed to have taken place m the coun:ry in pmicular and 
in the global arena in general. These changes made i1 imperative for BRAC tO revisit the 
C.'Cisung strategies and rerhmk about the future Strategies for the orsanisntion 
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2.1 Strategic plan: The framework 
The new strategic plan for :he period :002-2008 has been developed through a 
par.ictpatory approach involving diflerent levels oi staff of BRAC Workshops. 
meeungs. and reviews v.ere organiLcd in phases to develop and finnhze this plan The 
following methods were foiiO\\ed for developing the strategic plan 
a A two-day uuenstve workshop wns held for primary organu:ntional assessment 
BRAC's senior management including the Executi\'e Director and other slalT 
members from dtfferent levels auended the workshop 
b In the planning process. a ctiucal analysis of the internal and C.'ltemal en,lronme!ll 
was made in tenns of strengths. •.•wnesses. and opponunities of and threats (SWOT) 
to the organization and a se: of smuegic issues were identified The issues were 
categorized imo four maJor areas These are 
• Orgnmzational 
• Programmatic 
• EducaLon and 
• Health 
c. Individual working groups worked further to validate the issues and identified the 
strategic directions 
d The strategic dtrections and majo• llttlvities were then presented an a large group and 
finalized 
3. Situation analysis 
3.1 Environmental analysis 
• Internal environment : Strengths and weaknesses 
In course of deliberations. the panicipants cnucally analyzed the strengths and 
weaknesses of BRAC. This included BRAC's multidimenstonal programmes which are 
designed to address the needs of the poor and have now reached all pans or the country 
The deliberi!tions also related to such issues as pro-women and appropnate pohcy fur 
development of cnildren, skilled s:aff. s:rong 1~t1tutional base and financial maaagemelll 
systems These ·.vere identified as the vttal strengths ofBRAC as a pro-poor de-.clcpmen: 
organization c~edibtli:y, capactty :o expand and crea:e re:su!ts as a learning orgaruzation 
on the one hand, and its vi~ionary lei!dmhip and iinancial self·su~ainabilny on the other 
arc considered as tl-.e sacngths ol BRAC 
Desp11c these significant strcngth5, some weaknesses became: apparent from the: 
orgnmzational assessment of BRAC Lcaclc:rshtp development as rcqutre:d for the ~::.d 
level manasers to cope \\llh the clt.li'Sing needs of the programmes does not appear :o be 
adequate: lni!dequate representation of women at different lc~c:ls of the managcmer.t, 
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\veak orientation process for the new entrants. and lack of adequate knowledge of the 
field stafT about the •big picture· of BRAC are also cited as major ~honfalls 
Participation of the hard.core poor in a limned scale and inadequate imcr-p•ogramme 
coordination were also ctttd as ~erious weaknesses 
• External environment : Opportunities and challenges 
BRAC realizes that o'·cr the past )'Cars 11 has succ~fully implemented action-based 
projects, which have promoted :he acceptabilny of tts services to its partners and the 
community at large. In rtccnt times. the reasona!lle level of economic growth, increased 
literacy rate, particularly among the girls in the primary schools, positive attitude of the 
government and private !>eCtor~ to work together with the NGOs have created a wider 
opportunity to Sef'·e the poor better. lmpro11cment of IT sector, demand for quality 
education at e.ery Je,-el, de"elopment of the servtce ~ctor and organized efron of the 
poor to a~rt thei~ socio-political and economic rights were also identified as the maJOr 
changes in :he external en,ironment 
Opportunities for de.·elopment activities ha\e increased. yet some challenges $!ill exist 
Recurrent natural calamities, presence of arsenic and other pollutants in the ground and 
surface water, increased mastanism, rise of fund;urentalism, unplanned urban settlement, 
politicization of NGOs and uneven competition between the rich and the poor resulting 
from the free market economy are some of the impediments challenging the efforts of 
BRAC 10 achieving its objetUves. 
3.2 Stakeholders analysis 
At the imtiai stage BRAC scl'\'ed the war affected people as a relief orgnniz.auon The 
organization soon began to evolve into a development organiL.ation Since 1977. BRAC 
struggled with the dcfimuon of 'poorest' who were ehgible to be a member of a BRAC 
village organization. ln the beginning the definition was more general in nature • the 
landless, fishermen and women This definition was reformulated as follows 
tl~ households 11 ho :sell thetr mOifliOI labour to oth.·r:J for J1trvll'tll 
trt?J!Jf!Clll'l! of occt•J1C1IIOJI, prol'lllt!d titt•y do nor I!Dl<e polwcniJKlfrvu amoug tl~e 
11011-target pcopl~ ana pro~·tdcJ 1hey CDI/IIo/.)111/ c:rcrcl.'i: :staJ11s nNutdaattous. 
The definition went into reformulation on sc"crnl occasions and ultunatcly BRAC's 
target groups have been tdcnufied as 
}IOIL~ehofcis t/1<11 IIIII/ /cl.l tflall 0.50 u.:C'WIUf.l of fo11J.\, illl71 /Ill lniJifCl11CIIf oj 
produt:/1011, a11d m n·luclr the prmc'l>a/11'0Tkt!r IICIJ hod to :sell at J.:mt 100 do}":> rifl"!u.JIIr 
~r the past ~ar in rmlrr to :sub.11l1. 
BRAC'.s strategy has increasingly gi"cn cmph~sis recognizing the fact th.1t women r.,cc 
problems b reason of their gender as well as by reason of poverty BRAC h.u been quite 
successful in reeruumg member.s from the poor and ne.1r-poor households, but it h.,s not 
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been equally successful in recruitang as many from the 'very poor' households. BRAC 
now intends 10 make a change in tt.s strategy to spec~iically address the needs of the 
poorest households a.s well and bring them in the mainstream or development 
BRAC De~oelopment Programme (BOP) seeks to 'push Juu11 • by specitic targetmg on 
the ultra poor who hJve suffered relallve neglect in most intcl"ientions so far. lt seeks :o 
'push out' by addressing dimens1ons of poveny that many con\ention.al, especially 
micro-finance. inter\entions do not address Specifically. 'pushing out' involves a shin 
away from the convenuonal concc:nu of scrvtce delivery and focuses on human capital It 
also takes into account the structures and processes th3.t dtsempower the poor, especially 
women. 
BRAC wtll identify the ultra poor using the following criteria 
• Femaie headed household with Single income earner, 
• Widow living on her own; 
• Woman wuh disabled husband, 
• Dependent upon sea.sonal wage employment, domestic work or begging, 
• Owning less than 10 decimals ofland; 
• Poor housing quality; 
• Scanty clothings and very low quality household goods, 
• Vulneraole 10 natural disasters due to flooding. cyclones or river erosion. 
• Suffenng from chronic food insecurity. 
• Ha •ms no or very liule productive assets 
Ano:her cnterion will be used for idenlltiQtion of u!lr.l poor in the context of 
introduc11on of the Sptr:ial /m'f!.Stmmt Programme w}m;ll ll currently betng formulated 
will be 
• Households with at lea.st one member capable of getting invohed in an income 
generating at:ivity 
BRAC Educa::on Programme (BEP) is designee to re6Jce mass tlhteracy ;md contnbute 
to basic education of a significant portion of the country'~ ch1ldren, especially those of 
the poorest families, and to ensure enhanced participation olgirls in edutal1on 
Most of the BRAC schools are now located in villages where BRAC has organa zed the 
landless people into village organizations The schools ha ·e proved :o the equally 
effecti\e in tl:e non-BRAC areas 
BRAC has de,-eloped two primary school models directed :o two specllicd age groops 
• The first one is Non-Formal Primary Education (:-.rPE), a rour·ye.lr prog.r..nll'l1C for 
children aged 8·10 who have never been enrolled in any school, or who have drc;lpcd 
out dunng class I 
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• The second one is Basic Education for Older Children (BEOC). a three-year 
programme for children aged 11-16, wbo have dropped out or never attended school. 
The grov.1hs of BRAC · s Health Programme has been a direct result of the lessons learnt 
from its decade long OTEP e.xpcncncc The expenence provided adequate inputs and 
learmng's for imp1"tmenting. n:plicatmg. managing and gender sensnizing a programme 
Based on the needs of the programme panicipan:s and the mission of BRAC the health 
prowamme bas been pursuing these StrategJes 
a_ The VO members are the prime target population_ Non-VO members, tncluding the 
ultra poor are also served as pan of the national programmes 
b. Developing expenise in a number of health issues and services and disseminating the 
same 10 the government and other orgaruzations to build their capacities. 
c. Setting up operational research the results of whtch have generated useful ideas, 
knowledge and components of national programmes such as ARl, Nu:rition, and TB 
end serving as an active partner. 
3.3 Achievement analysis 
BRAC's programmes cover the main aspects of lives of tbe people 'vith whom it works 
BRAC activities are earned out through different programmes mcluding Rural 
Development Programme(currently named 'BRAC Development Programme, Education 
Programme, and Health arul Population Programme, and Micro finance programme}, of 
BRAC are tools of alleviating povert}' and empowenng the poor Through micro finance 
programme BRAC provides financtal assistance for the poor v.ho do not have the access 
to banks or formal financial tnstitute.. BOP provtdes credit to VO members all over 
Bangladesh through 431 area offices. As of February 2001, 102.527 village organizations 
or VO's have bttn formed with a membership of 3,854,647. A VO consists of 45 to 50 
members. 
Micro Enterpnse Lending and Assistance (MEl.A) programme provides loans to small 
entcrprues having sound poteruial for growth. !1-ffil..A is designed to generate income 
and create new employment through enterprise development in the rural and semi-urban 
areas The number of current borrowers in MEl.A is 8.793. Amount of cumulative loan 
and oUistanding is Tk J 12 million and of Tk 312 million resp«tively The average loan 
size is Tk 56,217 
BRAC encourages its VO members to engage themselves in six different types of 
employment and income genenuing activities. i c fisheries, sericuhure, poultry, 
livestock. agriculture, and social forestry BRAC provides credit as well as backup 
services for these activities Through poultry programme 36,783 new jobs were created in 
the year 2000. On average a Poultry Worker e<~n cam n 637 and a Chick Rearer can e:~m 
Tk 590 per month BRAC's poultry farms at Ahladipur (Rajbari}. and Sherpur (Boyra) 
produced 4 03 million chicks in 2000. 
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A toLal o£28,538 new jobs ha\'e b«n created in the fishenes programme in 2000. In the 
same year 6,614 acre wa\er body was brou~lu und~ carplprawtKUIIure On a"erage. a 
farmer earned Tk. 1,038 from carp poly-culwre and Tk 2,507 from fish nursery per 
month 
BRAC's social fwes\ry pmgramme in-.-olves a varie;y of activities to increase nwareness 
about the need of planting trees in rural areas The programme aims to reduce the adverse 
tfftcts of defo~tarion and augment income generation that alleviate poverty Through 
the urban sociaJ forestry programme 1,012 new nurseries were established and a total 28 
million seedline,s were produced tn 2000 On average one could earn ik 2.620 per 
month from horticulture nursery BRAC has SJmultar:oously been carrymg on its 
agriculture extension programme to increase tht nutritional and mcome shuus of poorer 
farm households by increasing the agncuhure production of VO members through 
technology transfer ln :woo BRAC's agriculture extension progiamme created 18,170 
new ;obs and brought 9,289 acres under vegetables cultivation. On average one could 
earn T1c 1,272 per month from vegeuble cultivation BRAC's sericulturc programme has 
hnlced the rural producers with urban market and provided an opportumty for the transfer 
of money from the urban sector to the rural poor 
BRAC also mitiated the Income Generation of Vulne.-ablc Gro~o.p Development 
Programme in 1985 Unde-r this programme the VGD (Vulnerable Group Development) 
cardholders, destitute rural women. receive a monthly free ration of 30 kg wheat for 18 
months BRAC provides various training to these women in different rnarkctabie skills. 
mainly in poultry, goat and cattle rearing. and vegetable cultivation After receiving the 
skills traimng these VGD women become eligible for credit 
BRAG's social development programme is an imtiative ~ fos.e. sustainable development 
through awareness and institution building and to empower the VO members, who are 
mos.tly women and powerless. Thls prognmme was expanded in !99& to mcorpo~e 
Gram Shobha, Palli Shamaj and Popular Theatre as tools for empowerment The VO's, 
Palli Shamaj, Popular Thea1re, Legal &iuc:a~ion, and Lega! airl hclp t~ programme to 
achieve some of the specific out comes. both through awareness and inslitution building, 
Human Rights and Legal Aid Services programme is also designed to priv1de tesal 
education and legal suppon to VO members After lunciung the programme it was found 
that ?2.% of the VO members could llnderst;md the basic law, family law and citii.ens 
rights It is gathered tlut 96% of marriages are alri!ady registered officially and 82% of*" 
d1vorccs follow proper legal procedures 
BRAC introduced the )lon-form;~l Pnmary Educ;uion Programme (NFPE) IR 1985 as an 
innovative device of meeting the educational needs of the children of poorer households 
Emphasis on enrolment of girls created equal oppa11U11itics for girls BR.A.C' s education 
programme is now operallng 3 1.082 schools w·ith 1.000,632 learners. operated by 30,566 
reachers and supported by 3,017 sr~cr TI1e programme has already taken so!lle new 
initiati\'es, such as Pre-primary, Formal Llbom:ory s<:hools. Community schools and 
Cultural lmcgrauon of Ethnic Mmority Groups. Adolescent Peer Organized l'etwork 
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(APON) is one of the new initiati~ of education programme. which is a pilot project to 
improve the quality oflife of female adolescent who aneJ~d Reading Centers. 
B.y the end of June 2000, the Programme was Opcr.!ting 6,342 ~'FPE schools in grade IV 
enrolling 212.116 learners (600./o girls) and 7,1S3 schools in grade V with an enrollment 
of 236,543 (65% girls) students. One of the impor.ant components of the programme is 
its Education Development Unit, which is constantly snvolved in increasing the qualrty of 
the teachers and staff This unit focuses exclusively on estabiLShing ~gogical lmks in 
the field through cenrun cluster These are Pedagogy Management, R~carch and 
Monitoring. Adolescent Peer Organized Networl.. (APO~) and New lnitiattves All ruff 
of Education Development Unit are involved 111 each of these cluster 
B RAC has been trymg to replicate iLS NFPE model to wider area through its Education 
Suppon Progran\me {ESP). The ESP has so far exu:ndt!C iLS ruppol". \O 3&:> NGOs for 
8,595 t>.'FPE schools with 87,300 arc being provided wnh technical suppon. 326 NGO's 
for 5,3555 schools wl!h te<:hnical as well ilS fiMncial support so that the) may successful 
repJic.1te BRAC's l\'FPE model. 
BRAC's Education Programme also introduced Contmuing Educanon Programme (CEP) 
in 1995. The CEP is a device to mainstrcamutg the post-literacy activities of education 
programme by promoting the reading habn of both the ruraJ and urban cin.zens throug.h 
an organizee network and a new infrastructure. These objectives are achieved through 
iWO components is the Union Library or Gono)(cndra Pathagnr and the reading centres for 
girls and woman. These libraries aim to make reading materi<lls available to people at the 
village level tn Bangladesh. Every library has a children's comer to focus on the 
mcreasing of child readers. So far over 460 l1braries hnve been opened and run by the 
local c;ommunity with active support from BRAC The other c;omponem is the Reading 
Cemers which are set up two months before a 9as•c Education for Older Ch1ldren School 
completes liS cycle. The centres ;trc set up to develop the reading habits among 
adolescent girls and women in the community Through Reading Cen:res women are 
encourage to take pan in indoor games and develop computer and :ailoring skills 
BRAe's Heakh Programme pursues a. broad approach to address the health needs of the 
poor Community health workers trained by BRAC raise awareness on health issues and 
1mpan s1mplc lessons in curative ;md prcvcnu\'e health that can greatly reduce mortality 
and morbidny Essential Health Care (EHC} covers a population of 19 million and 
pro·~ides a combination of basi~ heal\h in\crvenlions described as an uessen1ial package 
of health services '· EHC is linked to BRAC's ruraJ credit and enterprise development 
programme. The essential package of health service is delivered mainly through 32, I SZ 
village health volunteers called Shastho Sheb1kas (SS). The package tncludes provision 
of 'Das•c curati\'e care. providing latrines and lube '"ells for safe water anrl S."lnita\ion. 
pregnancy related care. health and nutmicn educ:nion, HIVIAIDS awareness and 
communit)' mobilisation for immunisation. The CUirellt aoivities u'lder the EHC arc 
directed to mcrease the rate of use of contraceptive methods to S5%. increase s.he number 
of s!ab latrine user families to 60%, ensure safe Willer for an purposes. increase and 
maintain vaccinal iOn of85o/o of the target children and pregnant women, nnd increase and 
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maintain vitamin A capsule distribuuon to 85% of target children ( 1-6 years) of age A 
comprehensive package of services, including complete reproducuve health care, is 
delivered at oommunrty based outreach centres (90) called Shushasthos Shushasthos 
have been set up to Frovide technical back-up to BRAC's health programmes and to otTer 
secondary level clinical services establishing and maintaming refenal linkages with 
tertiary care facilities for further care 
In 1993, BRAC launched a community based pilot nutmion programme A. study 
undertaken in a later year showed that after demanstrauon supplementation for 2 yeats, 
the adolescent grrls had better body weights than grds of the same age entering 
supplementation The positive effect of the nutritional mterventions was evident by 
increased weight gain of pregnant women and htgher brrth WCJght of their infants_ For 
children under 1, after) months of supplementauon. 65% of them had weight gain whi<:h 
averaged around 744 grams_ Thrs was 1. quite successful experimentation done by BRAC 
During 1993~94, the government of Bangladesh and other development panncrs 
(UNICEF, World Bank) felt the need to intensify the focus of nwrition wnh community-
based comprehensive servtces Consrdering its pioneering expe.ience and expenise 
gained through the above pilot. BRAC was requested ID take pan as a member of the core 
team to conceptualize and design the Bangladesh Integrated Nutriuon ProJect This model 
was to be effective in public-private partnership and inter-sectoral co-ordination ior 
nuuitl'Cl\ 
B1nh weight of 8186 children (81% of all children) born of the famihes of the target 
population in 10 upaz.ilas and total population in 27 upazilas, were taken and orientation 
was given to their mothers on care of the newborn each month. In 17 upazilas. where 
services Growth Moni!onng 3nd Promotion are provided among I S5904 (87%) of 
214651 children under 2 years of age of the total community every month In 10 upazilas. 
97% mothers of214 children born with the binh roue less than 2 5 kg are bemg provrded 
wilh Growth Momtonng aod Promotion sessions each month In addition all the pregnllllt 
women are also pro11ided antenml care and nutritiOt\ ~uca\\on in ?.7 upa2:1!as 
BRAC has bee:n providing ESP directly through three services delivery points i e. static 
ce:'ller or Shushastho. out-reach center or BRAC satellite chnic 01nd depot hoider matched 
with the Rura. Service Delivery partnership (RSDP) service delivery strategy_ Throc:;h 
these serv~ce delivery poin13, BRAC's Health and Family Planning Facilitation Project 
distributed 84,679 cycles of pill, 85,841 pieces of condom <111d 10,226 injectables were 
g1ven in August 2000. During this period, 1,979 customers were provided with IUD 
services, 42,574 pregnant women n:cerved presllllllcy-related care in the second visil. 
50.328 chrtdren were vaccinated against measles, 215,728 diarrhea episodes were trel!ted 
by ORS and 119,5.35 children were t.relted tor ARl During the first National 
lmmuni:zation Day (NJD) rn November 1999. 380,483 children received polio doses In 
the following month, 389,494 children received polio doses and ~99.$26 children 
received vil:tmin A capsules On average 38,601 pa1ients rc<:ci\cd curali\'C care from 
direct sen.-lee deliYery points in a moml'L io addition, 1,635 patlenls were uod-er trentmen\ 
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for tuberculosis. In the outcome. spuwm con,·ersion rate was 92% and cure mte was 91% 
for sputum smear positive cases 
3.4 Organizational Learning 
BRAC hes l>een characterized i\S a learning organisation, and liS extraon:linary success an 
rural development has been am\buted 10 \he ba$ic features of its opentional mode 
(Konen. 1980) BRAC began with relief nod rehab1litauon operation in 1972 a ncr the 
end of the War of Liberation. II soon realised that relief 1s not permanent solu1ion for 
long-term solutions for the problems of a poor, country like Bangladesh_ BRAC thus 
looked for permanent solution of the problems of the poor and 
Slaned a communily development prOJCCI aiming at the development of the communi!] as 
a whole The outcome was unacceptable for a pro-poor organisation like BRAC. So a 
su:table approach was explored This resulted in anothec transformation in its appr()ach to 
rural ad~ment BRAC decided 10 leave aside the anluem section of village socie:y 
and "'-'<>Tk directly with the poor The targe: group approach was thus adopted 
BRAC learned through experience that poverty 1s a complex syndrome and its eradication 
requires a holistic approach Theft have \o be 0\hcr pYogrl!mmes along whh e.mploymem 
and ancome generating acllv1ties For Cltample. there should be interventions like health 
and education_ The approach to poverty allev1al!on has thus 10 be holistic. 
BRAC realized that women an Bangladesh played a much more vital role in producJion II 
is the women who man~ge poveny at the lrousehold level So no attempts to socio-
economic development C!ln be successful without involving women in the devclopmcm 
\)roeeas Another ~perience is thl!\ the poor women in the rural area are forced \o manage 
an entire household with extremely hmited means, So they tum out to be bcuer resource 
managers than their male coumerpans 
Over the years BRAC has gained insights into some other realities about development. 
BRAC realises that development IS a comp:ex process requiring a slrong ded1cat1on to 
learn1ng. and being more respons1ve tO the needs of the poor. children, adolescents aru! 
women. To bec.ome vibram and dynamic. an organisation has to be 'teaming 
org;misauon' and listen 10 the poor BRAC' places a mong emphasis on capatHy 
development ofits programme parricipant.s and their organizations at all levels. Cap.1city 
building of the staff and the programme partners has to be a continuous process The 
management should be decentralized, and financial sustaanabilhy of the orgamzation 
should not be overlooked. 
BRAC realizes that vas:. and comprehensive tnterventions are needed 10 get over the 
massive problems of poverty and underdevelopment Small may be beautiful. but large 
interventions with quality are essenual A development has to be: dynami~; and it should 
respond to the changing needs of the society. DRAC further realizes that to bnng about 
changes in the SOCio-economic lives oflhe poor, the sOCJc!y should be taken along. 
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BRAC feels !he need to advocacy. The basic purpose of advocacy is to ensure social 
jUStice and empower the poor, thus addressing their problems BRAC should have a 
persistent policy and programme of advocacy for the poor. The policy should cover 
values such as equity, justice and mutual respects, focus on empowerment of the poor and 
making relevant pany accountable to them 
4. Organiutionnl societal vision 
A JUSt, educated, heallhy and democratic Bangladesh free from hunger. poverty, and 
environmental degrada1ion as well as all forms of exploitation based on sex, religion and 
ethnic background 
5 . . Mission statement 
In the light of the changing environment. BRAC has redefined the mission statement as 
follows· 
BRAC works with people many of whom still live in poverty, illiteracy, disease and other 
handicaps, specially the hard core poor, women and children. W1th multifaceted 
dcvelopmem Interventions, BRAC strives 10 bring about changes in the quality of life of 
these people. BRAC firmly believes and is actively involved tn promotmg human rights 
and dignity through poor people's, specially women's social economic, political and 
human capacity building. BRAC ·s commined to maktng its programmes soci3lly, 
financ1ally, and environment3lly sustainable using new methods and improved 
technologic~. As a pan of its suppon to the progr3I!Ime participants and its financial 
sustamabiluy, BRAC is also mvolved in various income generating enterprises. 
Although the emphesis of BRAC's work is at the individual and community levels, the 
sustenance of work of the organization depends on a pro-poor. pro-women and pro 
children policy environment and on supportive infrastructur~ To achieve that, BRAC 
will continue its effuns to br;.ng :~bout changes m the macro level policy environment. 
The fulfillment of BRAC's mission requires the serv1ces of competent professiorrals 
comm•aed to the goals and values of the organization. BRAC. thus belie\·es in promotion 
and develop:nen: of programmes of e:~cellence thllt will produce leaders and managers 
with competence and commitment 
Given that cevelopment 1s a complex process requiring a strong dediea1ion to !ea.rmng. 
sharing of knowledge. and being responsive to the need; of the poor. children, 
adolescents. and women BRAC places 11 strong emphaSIS on overnll development oi Its 
programme panicipants, and their organizations at all levels ORAC thus engages itself in 
the process of capacity development of its staff and progr3I!Ime participants 
In order to achieve its goals, \\hercwr necessary, BRAC \\elcomes parmcrships with the 
community, like-minded organizations. governmental institutions. the private sector, and 
development partners both at home and abroad 
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6. Goals 
Over the las; thirty years BR:\C has auaintd a significant Sf0\\1h through its sustaiJ1cd 
and muhi-dimensional development intcrvenuons Economic development, 1mprovcd 
health care and education are interlinr.;ng in:cn<entions in the effort to break the cycle of 
poveny 1l bad three major goals· 
• The alleviation of poverty 
• Empo\•etment of the poor 
• Empo\•ennent of the women 
BRAC is exceptional from many NGOs who generally work at the local level 
cOillributmg to the micro level economy BRAC acknowledges the reality that poverty 1s 
not only local, tnn also a nauonal and global issue BRAC has thus mvolved Itself m the 
na:ronal and international aren11.. A founh goal has, therefore.. emerged 
• Contnbuting to national and international pro-poor advocacy 
7. Organiultionnl shared vnJucs 
BRAC 1s a value driven organization li moogly believes that values nre the foundation 
on which an organization is based and describes what the organization stands for Values 
estabhsh moral and ethical priorities, whicll serve to guide all organizational activities. 
The organizational princ1ples. standards and qualities are also reflected through its 
pracucmg nlucs. BRAC has identified a 1111mbcr of organizational values and 11 places 
equal Importance on all the values These are - Concern for the people, Human d1gnity, 
People's capacny, Gender relations. Fa~rness. Honesty and integrity, D1sciplinc, 
Creativity and innovation. Participation, Ac<:ownabilily, Cost consciousness, Team work. 
Openness, Sharing information, Transparency, Professionalism, High quality produ~;ts 
and seTVJces. and Concern for en\ironment 
8. BRACs strategic issues :ltld dirtttious 
In order to materialize its nussion ond goals. BRAC critically e~amines the performance 
of 1ts Internal strengths and external opportunities A number of strategic issue$ and 
d1rect10ns that have been identified arc considered as the means of aunining goals of 
poveny alleviation, empowerment of the poor and women, contributing to the national 
economy 
BRAC's strategic issues are 
8.1 Organizational issues 
S. 1.1 Financial sustainability 
8 I 2 Financing health care 
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8. 1.3 Capacity development 
8.1 4.Governance and leadership development 
8 .1.5 Transparency and accountability 
8.1.6 BRAC divei'Slficauon e£rorts 
8.1.7 Improvement of management efficiency 
8.1.8 Gender equrty 
8 I 9 lnter-depanmental coordination and cooperation 
8 I 10 Knowledge management 
8 I II Internal culture and values 
8 I 12 External relations 
8 I 12.1 Working with the government 
8 I 12.2 Involvement in community school 
8 r 12.3 Adult education 
8. I 13 BRAC's target people 
8 I 13.1 Hard core poor 
8 1.13.2 Urban poor 
8.1 14 Capacity enhancement of the community and its involvement in governance and 
development 
8. US Reaching inaccessible areas 
8.1 16 Concern for environment 
8.1.17 Quality service 
8.1 18 Pro-people IT 
8.1 19 Social and natural disaster tlllllagement 
8.2 Programmatic issues 
8.2.1 Social sector 
8 2 I I Social development 
8.2.2 Economic Sector 
8.2 2.1 Income and employment generation of the poor 
8.2 2 2 Income gener:!!ing enterprise; 
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S 2 2 3 Lin-:.:ing the poor to the national a!ld m:emauonal lmrkct 
8 2.2 4 Local c~af!s and designers 
S 2 2 5 Asriculturc producti ... -ity 
& '1. '! .6 lnv~~ m~n\ financing 
8.2.2 Education Sector 
8 2 J I Quahty educ.111on 
S 2 3 2 Progra:nme for ~rPE gaduAles 
8 2.3 3 Programme for ado!escents 
S 2 3 4 Sa .. 1g up pre·primary education 
8 2 35 BRAC's involvement in secondary and higher educa!ion 
S 2 3 o Educauon programme for indigtnau!> people 
S 2 J 7 Suimg up continwng educa:ion 
S 2 3 S Earl} childhood development 
8.2.4 Health sector 
S 2 4.\ Mo1her and child care 
8 2 ol ::: \\'omen's and children health right 
S 2 4 3 Health a!ld nutrition right 
S.2 4 4 Adolescent heahh 
S 2 4 5 Nutriuon and food forti!ication 
8 2 4.6 Safe water and sanitation 
S: 4 7 Hcal\h sceuri\)' 
8 2 4.8 Prevent1ve and curative health services 
8.2 4 9 Emergins and reemcrgins health issues 
8.1 Organizational issues 
Four i~ uc~ have been h.ghlishled These aJt 
8.1.1 Financial sustainability 
StTaJegic direc<ions 
• Making the organization fimmcrally sus:ainable 
• Promoting community managed progr:unmcs 
• Promoting diversified and quality sc:vi~cs and products 
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BRAC's development programmes are largely supported by international donors which is 
declining over the YeMS To make Lhe org;mizauon financially sustainable. BRAC will 
explore new possibilities of mobilizing fund from internal and elUemal sources for 
mvestment in order to generate revenues for financing its activiues h will emphasi<te 10 
suengthen the fund controlling mechamsms for utilizmg resources more effectively 
BRAC is committed 10 programmes that are fiMncially, socially and environmenLally 
sustainable In this regard. capacuy development of the programme panrcrpams and lhe 
community involvement will be emphasized 
BRAC has been constantly trying to reduce its dependency on donors' funding and has 
been undertaking new initiatives to make the organization financially sustainable 
8.1.2 Financing heaJth care 
StrategiC direcuons 
• Promoting di~--ersi fied and quality health services 31ld products 
• Generating revenue and promoting contmuruty tinancing in urban and rural areas 
wtth 1 he focm on cor.t effic\enC) 
Due 10 low mobliisation of fund from wllhin the country and reduced donors· support in 
the social sector like health, susninabiliti' has o.srrendy become a vital concern. 
Sustainability of the health programme requires larger revenue generation and 
community financing in urban and rural areas The focus has 10 be on oosl efficiency. 
Diversified heahh services and products with quality are to be promoted with provision 
of safety net programme for the hard core poor 
8.1.3 Capacity development 
St:rategic directions. 
• Revisiting existing Human Resource Develo11mem processe.s 
• Retaining professional staff and diversifying their skills 
There is lack of well-trained and motivated worklbro:, as requrrcd for attaming the 
organizauonal goal Effons will be made, dunng the conung phase to develop human 
resources through various mechanisms These may include rnakins effecuve staff 
developnten: plan. developing objective panicipatol')' performance appraisal system, 
improvmg staff selearon process and cre:t\mg an enabhng environment for proJre: 
utilization oi professional staff The process also includes enhancing the recognruon 
system of staff by different means Informal processes and mcclunisms need to be 
st:rertgthened for ensuring feed back and staff development 
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8.1.4 Governance and leadership development 
Strategic directions· 
• Promoting women leadership m the org;uuzation 
• Strengthening the process O'nd mcchaniSTII of second line leadership at all lc,·cls of the 
organization 
• Re-defining the role oft he General Body and Governing Body ofBRAC 
The prevailing system or governance of BRAC will be reviewed keeping in view the 
changes occurring in the env1ronmem in \•'hich BRAC works incorporation of "new 
blood" (competent. relevant, interested profe>Sionals including international personality) 
h requires to building an interface between the Governing Body and 1\lanagemcnt 
BRAC ombudsperson needs to be positioned for giving neutral judgment on the policies 
and strategies adopted by BRAC 
The leadership is one of the mam concerns of BRAC for maintaining itS credibility and 
sustenz.nce In \his con\ex\, BRAC emp\lasizes to promo\e women \eadersh1p ac.ross \he 
organizauon. The Senior Managers will continue to ensure common understanding by 
sharing BRAC viston, misston goals and values for promoung the leadership processes. 
specially the women leadership both formally and informally The leadership qualities of 
BRAC Local Represcruauve (BLR) including their knowledge base about the 
organizational policy and strategies will be strengthened The leadership profile will be 
de"lieloped for different levels of managers in BRAC and prQmoted through different 
tnterventions. For e.xample, there will be a group of best staff from field. who are not 
considered as leader but can enhance their leadership skills by participating m different 
meetings, workshops. seminars and sympcsia. A coordination forum of scconel line 
lddership will be mitiated to accelerate the process of leadership development 
8.1.5 Transparency and accountability 
Strategic direc:uons. 
• Opening up BRAC programmes for seruuny by civil society and other stakeholders 
• Promoung democratic values and environment within and outSide the organization 
BAAC is concetned to institutionalize the information flow process within and outside 
the orgaruzation Attempts are being made to mnke the org:'lnization more open There 
arc more fora now for staff tnteractions at all level through whtch sharing of 
orsaniu\iona\ mis~ion. SUaltgks p~ocedUTe$ ~nd o\her impenan\ deciSI()I\S or BRAC arc 
being shared Job descriptions of staff at all levels are also being reviewed for making 
them accountable to ;he organiza11on The financial and other rele\-ant documems wtll be 
made accessible to all stakeholders. 
The organization strives to promote democratic practices by ensuring openness and 
valuing new ideas and mnovations at all levels Mutual re:>peel. listening habns, gender 
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sensitiveness and team building culture will be maintained and strengthened for creating 
a democratic environment within the organization 
8.1.6 BRAC diversification efforts 
Strategic dJrections 
• Maintaining BRAC wide policy for addressing national issues 
• Promoting BRAC wtde thinking 
• Strengthening relationship wuh government, other NGOs and private sector 
BRAC programmes, have attained a good horiz.ontal coverage in Bangladesh BRAC will 
now work for e.~panding us activities vertically and diversifying its programmes to 
address the national issues Bangladesh is facing many complelt and critical problems 
which cannot be solved by the NGOs alone. BRAC needs allies to achieve the goals of 
national reconstruction and prosperity. The organtzation will follow cooperation strategy 
to ensure more representation in the existtng apex bodies and networks. BRAC will 
strengthen its current public relation endeavours and organize exposure of its mission and 
programmes for national and overseas audience groups 
SRAC has been promoung its identity both among the staff and outsiders by 
disseminating its vision. mission, goal and objecuves. This process needs to be continued 
At the same time it wtll try to devtlop BRAC wide career plan for the staff members 
BRAC has been using a number oi nomenclatures that at times create confusion among 
the staff and other people Tl:e nomenclature of BRAC will be rationalized focusing on 
BRAC for ensuring a common understanding among the staff and oUtSidefs. 
8.1 . 7 Improving management efficiency 
Strategic d irecttons. 
• Ensuring organizauonal dynamits 
• Srrengthening securuy of staff 
BRAC remains a leanting o~z::~tion am} is committed to undertake demand responsive 
programmes to address the changin~ needs of the staff. its programme parttcipants and 
the country in general BRAC will further stnve towards a decentralized rn;uta!,tement 
structure-ensuring pl:!~ment of appropnate staff at the required levels Lateral entry in:o 
service will be encouraged for the needed places \\ith proper critena There 1s a need to 
have transparency in matters of s(aff evaluatJon, promouon and elevation to htgher 
positions. The organizational valu~ and culture will continue to be practiced wtth a 
suppon:ive management system 
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8.1.8 Gender equity 
Slralegic direction. 
• Updating BRAC gender policy and ensunng hs proper implementation across the 
organization 
From us inception. DRAC has commiucd itself to address the needs of the women both at 
the organiutional and field operation level BRAC formulated a gender pohcy and 
guideJjnes in 1995 and a number of steps afe in place to implement these policies. ln 
many aspects, positive achievements have been noted. 
However. the gender policy needs to be disseminated for funhering tiM: effons of 
promoting gender equity in the organization by treating gender as a cross cutting 
organizational issue. BRAC will carefully Cannulate gender sensitive programmes by 
making provision of ensuring women's participation in programme planning, 
implementation and evaluauon BRAC will take special measures to implement the 
existing gender policy and adopt some affirmative actions for promoting women in 
management positions, and other organisauonal areas For that it will provide focused 
nuention on capacity building as well BRAC will provide the gendCI sensitive 
employmem opponunity and working enVIronment ior all 1ts Sialf at different levels 
8.1.9 Inter-departmental coordination and cooperation 
Strategic directions. 
• Intensifying the exchange ofinfonnation and experience among the programmes 
• Institutionalizing BRAC wide job rotation 
BRAC local representatives organize e:o;perience sharing dJscussions among different 
programmes of BRAC at the field level. Th1s process needs to be strengthened by 
organizing formal programme presentation forum at the f1eld level and by exchanging 
repons., minutes and circulars BRAC wide «Jnvenuon will be organized based on certain 
issues so that it ensures greater interactions among the programmes A: the Head Ofncc 
level. programme wise focal poinrs will be identified for smooth coordination. The 
exisung ED's forum and the Director's forum should be continued as tmponant means of 
coordination Documenting the imponant decisions and circulating the proceedings of 
\hese meetings among \he manager~ and Sl.aff w\1\ be ~ery uscfu\ 
BRAC wide job rotation will fos;er effecti\ll; sharins of programme experience among 
the staff The job rotation process has thus to be institutionalized 
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8.1 .10 Knowledge management 
Strategic direction 
• lmprovingBRAC knowledge bank 
Over the years. BRAC has accumulated V3St experiences by \•.rorking with different 
stakeholders inside and outsJde the country. These knowledge and expene11ces 
accumulated through its own work need to be documented and disseminated through 
various means znd ways including publications BRAC wdl organize exposure visits, 
diswssion forum, and programme presemation tbrum for wider dissemination of the 
knowledge accumulated through ItS own work. At the same time BRAC wilt make 
endeavours to widen its knowledge base by acqutring the experiences of other 
organizations The comrnunicauon depanment needs to be strengthened and the Internet 
system need.no be improved for the purpose In order to develop the knowledge base of 
the field level staf( regional library could be established and a mechanism be developed 
to use those libraries A consultant group will be developed in BRAC with diverse 
txpenise to disseminate BRAC knowledge more professionally. 
8.1.11 Internal culture and values 
Stnuegic direcuon. 
• Ensuring practice of B RAC values and culture 
BRAC has all along put emphasis on maintainmg and uphotdmg certain values in 
arlherence to i:s mission These values and culture are being dissemina\ed among tlle 
members of its staff through lrilirung and role modehng by the JT~;~r.agen It requires to be 
ensured that the values are pr.1cric:erl by all from the top to the lowest level. Developing a 
follow up mechanism for ensuring proper implementation of the values at different levels 
is also required Regular discussion and training need to "e continued to maintain an 
enabling environment within the org;misation for fostering the BRAC Villues and culture 
8.1.12 External relations 
• Clarifying the role of BRAC v•s-a-vis Government, NGOs, ci,·il society and apc.x 
bodies 
• Improving pannersh•p/relationsh•P wuh stakeholders including donors 
BRAC has al-.vays acted to coml'lement and supplement go,·ernmcnt progr;~mmes 
wherever po,;.sible. The organizauon has b«n working with the ~ovemrnent in the ticld 
of heahh. family pl:mning, educaticll, lGVGD and employrnc•1t creat1on However. for 
sustainab\hty ;md great e.!' impat.t of the prewnt national dewtopment in.terventtons, there 
is need for p3ltnership programmes with the government Th1s will require the 
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conrinually orienting the government 31>out BRAC's m1ss1on. strategtes, and 
interventions. For the partnetshtp, there is a need for alliance building, networking and 
strengthening the organizatianal c.apa<:tty 
BRAC will strive for becomrng more transparent to all tLS stakeholders. In the chJngcd 
satuauon. BRAC needs to redefme and aniculate its role w·tth relation to nat1onal politics 
and polillcal panaes. 
S. 1.1 Z.J Working ll'itll the goi'UIIIIIClll 
• Strengthen co-ordinaHon with the government 
• Aniculate specific principles 
• lncr~e pattici patjon with the technical resources of the government 
BRAC has collaborated ~ith the government on many projects aJtd has had sante impact 
on maillSITeaming the system. To further increase the impact., it i5 necessary to articulate 
some spccif1c principles and policies for working with the government. 
For this, both sides must t0111ate steps BRAC has signillcant experience in oper.uing a 
primary school system II can help the government an delineating its implememauon 
processes that will benefit and improve the educational system. Currently. BRAC has 
enga!1,~ some government SW,S(}nnel for techmcal assi~tanct in the field of vocational 
training Thts is a good e-xample of how DRAC can utilize existing government 
resources This pantdpauon '"ith tbe tcchmcal resources of t.hc government should be 
~pandeo 
8.1.12.1 Jnvo/a•(!lll~nl ill COII/1/IIIIIily Sd100/ 
Strategic directions. 
• Increase the number of community schools based on certain principles 
• Improve aJtd ensure quality of educauon in the community schools 
• Identify financial support from different sectors (vtz., parcms, government. 
community and donor) 
• Su-eng1hen coordim\\ion wi<h 1he govermnen• for \he community school 
In the eatly 1990s, t.he government handed over some of its non-runctioning community 
schools to BRA C. BRACts operating these schools successfully. The standard of these 
schools has improved, but adduional resources from donors/government arc needed to 
ensure and fuct.her enhance this quality Additional resource is also neccssal)· in order to 
respond to the government's call for take over additional community schools There 
should be a liaison with the government. guardi~ns, eommuniry members, and donors to 
keep them updated on the prosress of lhe schools and to convince them of tliC need for 
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funding_ This ongoing process will also rcqu1re a closer relalionship with the 
government 
8.1.1 Z.J Atlu/t etlm:llfiOn 
Stra1egic drrecnons: 
• Improve and develop a life related curriculum for adults 
• Strengthen coopecauon with the government, mcluding m the area of linanc1al 
suppon 
Ln the past, the government has funded adult education imuauves BIV\C has been 
COOpera!Jng wnh the government m implementmg the programme. BRAC needs to work 
to funher strengthen its relationship with the government to ensure future funding :llld to 
collaborate on future imtiauves. 
8.1.13 BRAC target people 
Since BRAC's inception. it has developed spec1fic cnteria for selecung the target groups. 
After thiny years of independence. different government and non-government 
organizations have introduced scores of development intervenuons. Because of these, a 
remarkable change in the socio economic situation of the society has taken place In the 
changed situauon. BRAC feels that there is a need to redefine the concept of :Is target 
groups 
Strategic direction 
• Redefine the existing definition of BRAC target group. 
The financ1al inslitutions tn Bangladesh provide fmancial assistance to the nch, and 
affluent class of ;he populauon The poor and marginal people have very limited access 
to these institutions BRAC realizes that the poor have nghts to access to the insmutional 
crediL Along with micro-finance, BRAC should e<~rry on other development 
Interventions for 1he bardcore poor, small farmeTS and marsmal people ofthesoc1et)'. 
8.1./3. I rltltlressitrg t/11: 11cctls of fum/ wrc poor 
BRAC Development Programme has been working with the poor throughout 1he coumry 
covering more than 3 7 million households Experience shows that :he poor are not a 
homogeneous group and that the extsung programmes does not adequately ar.d 
eiTecuvely address the development needs of the hard coTe poor fn carefully considering 
the situation, BRAC has now pl:umed to ini!iate a new programme directed to meet 
specific needs of the hard core poor 
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S~rategic directions 
• Oestgning an appropriate programme for the hard core poor 
• Strengthening long term planning for mobilizing fund . 
• Strengthening special monitoring and evaluation system. 
As a development organization. BRAC has formulated a specific definition for liS tar;et 
group which is a hule bit diiTerent from the BRAC's normal groups A scientific process 
of tdenufying hard core poor will be exploree with t!le help of Research and Evaluation 
Division of BRAC For covering the hard core and developing the better implicative 
mechanism, a separate programme design will be needed which will involve separate 
VO, and separate management This new programme can be a package with such 
components as housing. adult education, health and family planning and other locality 
specific needs 
The prog:amme should be designed considdng the reach of the programme and ho" 
much employment it will create. The hard core people generally suffer from food scarcity 
during the lean season. To cope with this situauon BRAC can introduce a wage 
employment programme wuh suppon from international organizations like WFP The 
HNPP provide some free services to these people BOP has already mtroduced several 
steps to address the needs of the hard core poor by making provisions of fair wage 
through its Micro Enterprise Lending Assistance (MELA) and IGVGD 
Special activities can be introduced for the disad~'Bntage groups to cover the loss of the~r 
assets, food. stuff, sudden death o: the income earning members of a household an~ 
sickness resulting from the natural calamities BRAC will develop the skills of the hard 
core through adult education and training, and suppon them with the supply of quality 
inputs and creating marketing network for their self-employment 
Sound advoc.!cy policy and mechanism are to be developed to strengthen the relation 
with the government and ctvil socrety for better implementation of the programme and 
for rcachmg more hard-core poor in 1he cot:.1tr)' The programme \\.ill have a. Ions-term 
plan for mobili~ng funds 
For better implementation of the programme, a special monitonng te<~m is needed 
Regular follow-up and supervision of the input supply and the programme acuvities are a 
must 
8./.I].Z Urban poor 
BRAC stancd iu anitial activities to ensun: the livel ihood of the rum! poor BRAC now 
realizes that a large number of poor people a:c hvlng in the urban areas who are 1 pan of 
the distressed class· A lot of programmes can be taken up for improving their socio 
economic situation, such as. ensuring food, education. housing. health care facilities and 
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sanitation Keeping these in mind, BRAC launched its Urban Development Programme 
for tile urt>an poor in 1997 
Stra.tegic directions: 
• Designing an appropriate programme for the urban poor 
• Strengthening long term plannmg for mobiliung fund 
In designing an appropriate programme, BRAC has to revisit and assess the specific 
needs of the utban poor BRAC has to develop effective diversified income getlefauog 
activities for these people For ensuring better sec::uriry of the slum dweller-s, specially 
women, BRAC has also to creare facilities for their residential accommodation To 
increase their employment and mcome eaming opponunities. various skills and human 
development training will have tO be provided The growing environmental pollution is a 
big health hazard for the people tn urban areas. In addressing these problems, BRAC has 
to formulate strategies for increasing the awareness of the urban dwellers. In addition, 
BRAC needs to establish a networ'tl among tiUferertt agencies \0 prmea the prople from 
the environmental bazuds. For all these activities a long term planning for fund 
mobilization will be taken 
8.1.14 Capacity enhancement of the community and its involvement in 
governance and developmer~t 
BRAC realizes out of its experience that participation of the commumty as a whole is 
essential for successful implementauon of the deYelopment interventions In order to 
achieve this, it will be necessary to develop the knowledge, skills and efficiency of the 
communny people. It is also es.senual to adopt measures for ensuring the susuunability of 
the programmes. 
Strategic direct ions; 
• Promoung mechanism for involving community at different levels. 
• Incorporating of capacity buildrng of local government institutions, 
Union Panshad is the lowest admamstrative unit of the local government systtrn elected 
by the people. It is also the centre of many development aetivitaes at the grass roots 
level BRAC is working with the poor who constitute majority in the rural community 
It ts unportam to mvolve the community people in development activities. particularly in 
pro pooll>rogrammes. For their capaci~y devdopmt.nl, it ir. essential tt> ~ the needs 
of the commumty and undertake programmes accordingly Strengthening 
professionalism and linking the para-professionals with the community is another '"'ilY 
of providtng support to the communi£)• and reaching various services at the door steps of 
the prop!e. BRAC can initiate workshops, meetings. and training to develop the 
managerial capacity of the local government functionaries and make them pro-poor 
minded Also BRAC can help involve the community people in the process of local 
level planning fur development of the community as a whole.. 
8.1.15 Reaching inaccessible areas 
Stmegic directions 
• Maimain a flexible policy for reaching inaccessible areas 
• Strengthen and increase communuy involvement 
• Develop a mechanism to support small NGOs and governmen1 
BRAC has se1 up a network of schools I hat has spread all oveo the country Suit, there 
are areas \hat aie diffiwll to r"Cat.b and no\ eas\ly a1:CCSSible Tht\.e indude areas that 
remam under wiuer for many months in a year and where the communicauon system is 
weak Education of the children of these regions can not be ignored. By following a 
flexible policy in respect of total number of students and the number of gjrls required for 
a class, BRAC can establish schools in these areas A programme like BRAC's 
Educauonal Suppon Programme that works with local NGOs catl also be developed for 
the maccessibte areas. Communities in these areas may be entrusted with the :aking 
some additional responsibilities such as supervising the teachers and rep.auing of school 
bu1ldings These types or measures can help extending BRAC programmes in the hard· 
to-reach areas 
8:\.16 Concern for environment 
Strategic directions: 
• Promotins greater environmental awareness 
• Ensuring environment friendly programme and proJects 
• Ensuring remedial measures fur preventing environmental degradauon 
Environmental concern i$ a burning i~e. CcQting aware~ among the masses is 
essential for maintaining a sound environmenL To create such amreness BRAC initiated 
d1fferent kinds of environment friendly programmes and projects, such as social forestry, 
roadsite planlat1on and garbage co\leetion in urban areas by organis1ng fora. Through 
these fora BRAC reacnes to its stakeholder groups and thus contributes to overall 
envrronmental development 10 a large extent. To reduce the adverse effects of pollution 
and deforestation further measures should be taken on a pnority bas1s 
8.1.17 Quality services 
From the very beginning, BRAC believes that quality services are ne<:essary for 
Improving the standard of lives of the poor With 30 years of experience, BRAC realizes 
that it rs appropriate time now to revisit the quality of the services and the products 
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provided through its various programmes. namely BRAC Development Programme, 
Health, Nutrition and Population Programme and BRAC Education Programme. 
Strategic directions; 
• Revisit the existing delivery mechanism of productS and services 
• Revisit the existing products of micro credit for moderate and hardcore poor. 
• Revisit the existing savings products and its mobilizauon process. 
• Creating more employment through MELA programme 
BRAC provides different kmds of services for the beuerment of the poor both in the rural 
and urban are!lS II is necessary to ensure quality of the services and the productS truu are 
betng delivered to the pe1Jple.. It is necessary to ensure that the skill development process 
for the relal.ed staff are continued in order to produce and dG!iver qua!tty products and 
services Promoting appropriate technology and establishing a quality control 
mechanism are essential to ensure quali:y services and productS !! IS also necessary to 
offer quality services at a reasonable pri«!. 
BRAC offers div·ersified development activities and services having marKet demand. 
Micro finance is one of the core activities which occupies a vital place in Lhe tota.l BRAC 
development intervenuon.s ~licro finance comprise a oumber or components like micro 
credit for the landless and marginal farmers, and small entrepreneurs. different savings 
products, insurance facilities, etc. All these components should be undenaken in order to 
meel the development neeas of the rural and urban poor. 
A BRAC programme lu!s to be borrower-friendly. For that, BRAC has to assess Lhe needs 
and choice of different client groups It has to develop product variety suitable for 
specific clientele groups like hardcore and modetate poor and the margiml groups For 
better implementation of the programmes adequate IT3ining should be provided to the 
concern staff and q1.1ality staff should be develop for the spec1al produCtS BRAC will also 
revisit the implementation process of savings mobilization To cmue gmuer employmen\ 
opportunities and ensure resource flow from the urban to rural areas, micro and small 
enterprises should be encouraged to grow Credit provided through BRAC's micro 
finance programmes can play a vital role in thiS regard~ 
8.1:\8 Pro-people tT 
Strategic directions; 
• Bridging the digital divide between rich and poor, rural and urban 
• Diversiry1ng the uses of IT 
• Linking IT witb production 
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IT is generally assumed tilat people living in the nonhero pan of Bangladesh are enjoying 
the fruits of so~ lT technologies, com!)?lfed 10 thest of the s0\l1~rn ~n. This digital 
di11ide should be reduced for greater benefits of the nation. BRAC openues a good 
num\m of Gonokendra libranes. which target the larger community. lf computer and 
Internet connections are provided in the libraries, people will have gre;uer access to 
information :md technology Moreover to develop the economic sector of the country IT 
should be linked with production. For tlQ!llple, producers get necessary information 
about the pnces in different markets, they \\ill be able to market their productS either 
joinaly or individually. 
8.1.19 Social and natural disaster 
Strategic directionr.: 
• Promoting awareness and prtNen\ing culrure for social disaster 
• Designing appropriate adion programme process of disaster 
• Ensuring disaster preparedness 
• Assistrng in rehabilitating the river erosion affected people 
• Provrsioning for emergency service~ and rehabilitation sup.pons 
BRAC recognizes that it cannot reduce the wlnerability of an expand opponunity for the 
poot ~alty women, w\lhout redressing unbalanced power r~lationsllips and 
oppressive social practices. BRAC's institution building acuvities create a base for social 
ac\ion for rural poor women to l:llerch,e their rights under \be law Already BRAC has 
iaken action locally on issues su~h as acid throwing. pol)•gamy, ma.rriage registration. 
early marriage, divorce, violence and physical punishment. inheritance etc, social disaster 
to ensure a sound and healthy society, BRAC also works for reducing the effects of 
naturll drsasrc:rs by ensuring early preparedness for disaster. It also provides relief and 
first aid on emergency basis and rehabilitates the distreSsed poor. 
8.2 Programmatic Issues 
8.2.1 Social sector 
8. 2 1.1 Social tfe.,eJopment 
BRAC has been working with the poor with an integrated development approach 
cornpnstng micro finance, social development, employment and income generation, 
health and education. Social development is one of the very important components 
among the BRAC iletiv1ties Through this programme, BRAC auempts to raise the voice 
of the poor for establishing their human and legal rights in the society 
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Strategic dtrections: 
• Revisiting and suengthening the existing social development policy and 
programme 
• Introducing a mass campaign mechanism against w·omen and children's violence 
throughout the country. 
BRAC has been working for a long ume with lbe poor people through tts social 
development programme BRAC no'' realizes that it bas to revisit the existing social 
developmen.L activities to know the e£rectiveness of the programme The orgpnization 
should talce necessary measures to develop the capacity of the staff to ensure efficient 
implemenlation of the programme This can be done through t:he provision of traimng 
and worlcshops at home and abroad For achievmg wider impacl, a separate advocal;)' and 
coordination urut can be insututed to strengthen coordinauon between the government 
and diffetent non-government agencies lt is also essential to_revisrt the existing activities 
m order to minimize the gender gap among the staff and programme participants For 
pr~ecting lruman and legal rights and prov\ding suppons \o the abused women and 
children, BRAC should promote and strengthen its legal aid programme.. A separate 
investigation cell can be established for timely collection of information regarding lhe.se 
matters The cell can provide professional counseling to the p~ple in the socie:y as 
required. BRAC should also initiate a programme to address the issue of women and 
children trafficking. 
8.2.2 Economic sector 
8.2.2.{ Income atul employment genera/ion for tlte poor 
Strategic directions; 
• Ensuring access to market 
• Extending employment opporwnsties 
• Strengthening capacity of the stake holders 
• Jntrod11cmg appropriate technology 
• Enhancing ac:c~ to financial institutions 
BRAC's strategy to push down in order 10 r1:2ch the poorest among the rural population 
and equip them with skills will enable them to panicipate in the mamstream econom1c 
activities. Through food assistance, tratning and provision of credit, BRAC h:u created 
oppommuy for sustamable livelihoods of a large number of the ultra poor Lack of access 
to the tinnncial institutions including banks is one of the major constraints for economic 
developmem of the rural poor as 11 deprives them from the opportunity to borrow, save 
and mvest in productive activities Accesses to credit at a reasonable price can enables 
the poor to be involved in various income generating activities, that ,yjlf allow them to 
btt.ome economically se\f-«:\iam An Important pan of the credit operation tS 
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mobiliution of savings, which can provide an opportunity to the poor to save a lump sum 
and earn profi\_ BRAC further believe!. that 1'• is ess~mi:ll to c.teale adequate emp\oymen\ 
opportunities to make the poor economically empowm!d In careful consideration of the 
scenario, BRAC inn.iaterl different skill training. input suppon as well as monitoring and 
supervision which go a Ions way to stren.gthen the capacity of the stakeholders 
Additionally BRAC puts emphasis on the appropriate technology which plays a vital role 
in increasing the capacity of the stakeholders. 
8.2.21 Income gcneraling cnlerpriscs 
The ovetall development of a community depends on development of a vanety of tncome 
generating sectors in that area. The income generating sector involves different 
a 'locations such as agriculture, poultry and li '~tack, fisheries, seric:u!ture, and different 
types oft.radi~g. By developing these sectors, BRAC can widen the scope of income and 
employment activities \hat can to ensure sustainab!~: live.iil\oods of the poor 
Strategic dir-eetions 
• St.rengthening the policy of income generating sector development 
• Undertaking more environment ffiendly prog.rammes 
ln BOP, diffefent sub-sector programmes are being implemen~ed to generate i!\come anrl 
employment opportumties for the rural and urban poor Jn order to create larger 
employment opportunities, BDP encourag~ devtlopmem of more small en1erprise$ 
taking into consideration the market demand BRAC h3s now to develop a policy for 
lllatketing of the products of thousands of small enterprises in the national and 
international markets The organization also needs to consider the environmental 1ssues 
while planning a new project. To achieve these, capacity of the BRAC slaiT involved in 
programme implementation ltas to be developed through appropriate traimng and 
workshop at home and abroad 
8.1.1.) li11king the poor 10 tlte notion rrl nml intl!rnttliOn(I/11/IIJ'ket 
Strategic directioll£ 
• Ensur111g access to market 
• Promoting competitive price 
• Encouraging new produas 
With adoption of modem technology, producth·ity or the rural people can be developed 
Sllb~amial\y in different sectors. Tht producers do no·., howC"'er, gel tht righl price of 
1he1r products due to lack of marketing opportumty. To overcome this situation BRAC 
wil\ support the ~arge number of ruralproducw.; for \heir ~ccess 10 market BRAC n\uS\ 
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give them the ideas of minimizing the cost of production and marketing their products. 
Marketing will obviously need quality of the productS. BRAC should also give them 
ideas of new produdS and new technology and training as the satualion will demand. 
82.2.4 Local crafts (Uid d~igners 
Strategic directions: 
• Promoting and u9grading indigeno~ cratls and designers 
• Ensuring access to market 
• Upgrading professional skills 
Bangladesh is rich in different types of traditional handicrafts and designs But existence 
of many of the crafts, craftsmen and des1gners are now at risk as necessary attention is 
not being paid to them. Their survival depends on creating sufficient opportunities to 
retain and develop their skill BRAC should ensure thear access to local and international 
market. Besides this, BRAC will suppon them upgrading their knowledge in respect of 
product designing. This will encourage them to produce new crafts and product varieties 
8.1.1.5 Agriculture productb•ity 
Strategic directiOns: 
• Promoting agncultural diversafication 
• Assisting the poor, marginal and small producers/farmers in increasing agriculture 
productivity. 
• Ensuring access to quality inputs. 
To increase agricultural productivity 1< is essential, among o1her things. to promo1e. 
agricultural diversification. BRAC has already taken a programme in agricultural 
extension to increase the level of tncome and nutriuonal status of households, by 
augmenting agricultural production through technology transfer BRAC assists the poor, 
marginal and small producers/fanners 10 grow vegetables by offering rltem a package 
programme that training, technical service and credit One of the main constratnts faced 
by the vegetable growers is the poor quality seeds Therefore BRAC initiated measures 
to provide quality inputs, closer supervision and supplying them with hlghbrid seeds. 
8. 2. 2. 6 In vestment fi nmrci ng 
Strategic directions 
• Promoting local entrepreneurship both in urban and rural area 
• Establishing financial institutions by BRAC 
• Strengthening competitive investment climate 
• Encouraging the use of rural resou'(CS for development 
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Micro Enterprise Lending and Assistance lMELA) is \\>OrXing to provide larga amount 
of loans to the village organiution (YO) members as well as the outsiders having 
JX}\enlial 10 develop ll\eir own small busint$5 MELA is din~cltd \O'W?Inh \hose who ha'>~e 
progressed from absolute poverty to relative prospenty but found difficulues of access to 
bigser loans from bank$. MELA attempts to stimulate the growth of small enterprise m 
the semt-urban and rural areas. Therefore MElA 's linkage with the BRAC Bank will 
acceleration the pace BRAC's goal of alleviating poveny from the country The process 
will also lead to eompeulive investment and use of rural resou.rces for tts development 
8.2.3 Education secto r 
8.].]./ Quality em• cation 
Strategic directions 
• Introduce a mechanism for continuous 1mprovernent of curriculum. materials and 
training 
• Strengthen educational research and momtoring capacity 
• Strengthen quality staff 
• Upgrade teachers' skills to make them independent. 
• Develop sharing mechanjsm with other agencies. 
While BRAC has succ;eeded in providing education to over 2 million stude~us. there is 
always room for improvement. In the past. the focos has been on expanSion and efficient 
delivery Now more focus is placed on improving quality within the classroom It is 
times now to have mechanisms in place that will work for conunuous improvement as per 
needs Thete is also need to improve evaluauon system to see if activities are going on 
the way as per plan Teachers need to be developed so that tbey get increasingly 
involved in school msnagemenL This will encourage growing panicipauon of the 
community and reduce dependence on BRAC field staff for supervision Maintaining 
lia•son with other educational agencres will enable BRAG to have more access to quality 
materials 
8.2.3.3 Programme for NFPE gnulmues 
SmlltSlC diTection·. 
• Providing opponunities lo BRAC 5enool gradua\es, panicularly in BRAC wide 
programmes. 
The government is providing scholarships to girls to study in secondary schOOls, but ihese 
are insuffie1ent 10 CO\'cr all BRAC school yaduates, BRAC wtll supplement the 
government's efror.s 10 ensure that no student of BRAC school is deprived of secondary 
education due to lack of their financial ability BRAC will 1ry to provide part-time 
employment, so that, those student will be able to pay !heir school fees out of their 
earning. 
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11.2.3.3 Progrrmm1e for ndole$r:enu 
Strategic diccttioos 
• Examine the presem adolescestt pro&'atllme and make it more life skill onented with 
a special focus on adolescent girls 
• Make gender friendly programme by oiTenng special packages fur boys 
• Involve the community and parents to prevent drop-out 
• Scale up the programme by involving other agencies 
• Involve the adolescent graduates \VJtfl relevant income generating programmes 
• Develop a vocational ~raining related policy based on global and loc;al market demand 
In Bangladesh adolescents have not been considered a special population group with the~r 
specific needs. But adolescence is an imponanttransitional stage between childhood and 
adulthood, and so interventions are n~ BRAC's BEOC (Basic Edueation for 
Older Children) schools include some curriculum on life-skill issues There is however, 
scope for improvement, in the curriculum. particularly in dealing with reproductive 
health and other imponant social and (nvironmer.utl issues. This currirulum must be 
updated keeping view the need oft he girls At the same time, the I!Spect of boys must be 
included because lhey are also lackmg_ awareness on issues like HIV/AIDS. Currently, 
BRAC's APON programme reaches close to 60,000 girls.. To reach a larger population 
and to share and excha:11ge !.:now ledge H1 the related field, BRAC will work \vith other 
agencies The programme should not only aim to raising awareness, but also to build 
leadership skills and economic empowerment. Consequently, BRAC will create income-
generating opponunities for adolescents that keeping in view both local and global 
dem.md. Different programmes m BRAC, viz., health, education, and social 
development are directed to the adolescents I ogether, a package may be developed 
ProVIsion of special gratuities can be created to encourage the adolescents to prevent 
tarly marriage 
8.2.1..1 Scoll11g tip pr~-primary etlttctuion 
Straleg1c directions 
• Encourtoge the &Qvernmem and 11\e pnva\e sec~r 10 operate p1e-primary scl\ools 
• Operate pre-primary schools as complementary of government and pnvate schools. 
based on defined principles 
• Operate pre-primary schools with panial financial suppon of people/community 
• Encourage donor agencies to financially suppon pre-primary schools 
• Lpdate the curriculum 
The pre-primary education sector IS not well developed in Bangladesh The majorit) of 
children join primary schools Without receiving adequate preparation Consequently, 
many are unable to adjust to the school env1ronment, panicularly with the: rules i!Jld 
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regulations instituted by different schools. As a resuh many of them drop our. To prevent 
the dropout, BRAC has been operaung pre-primary schools that promote a friendly and 
caring environment with games With the experience gamed, BRAC will advocaie for 
increased government participation in 1 his area. 
BRAC's model has shown that community members are wilting to pay for pre-primary 
schooling.. These fees as support from the government.. and/or donor suppon will allow 
the pre-primary programme to expand 
8..2.J.j BRAC's im•o/vement in secondary nm/ higlu:reJucrllion 
• Develop programme framework in the area of secondary education 
• Improve Lhe community's panicipation in secondary education 
• Strengthen the quality of education 
• Upgnde \he capacity development includins infrastrucrure through joint basis {model 
school) 
• Develop a network to share the problems with the govt and other agencies 
BRAC has so long concentrated on extension ~nd qua.lny of primary education Many 
BRAC school graduates are now in sa:ondary s<:hools. However there ex-ists a number or 
areas in secondary eduCaiion which deserve immediate ;mention. Quality as well ~ the 
coverage (37%) is poor in Lhe secondary schools. As of now, no other agency (NGO and 
c1vil s~Jety) is involved in supplementing the go..,emmen\'s efforts in secondary 
education. By involving itself in this field, BRAC has an opportunity to apply its 
experience in and contribution to a new and cnt;cally imponant area. BRAC will work 10 
mobilize the community's interest in secondary education and stimulate cooperation of 
and network with the government and other agencies 
8..1.1.6 Eilucntion programme for indige11ous people 
Strategic direcuons 
• Pfeserve and promote etlmic diverstty. 
• Develop mechanism for destgmng literature and materials for indigenous people. 
• Develop mechanism for cultural e."<change. 
• Follow pilrtnership mechanism 
The minority groups panicularly the scattered indigenous people tn Bangladesh are 
increasingly being tntegrated with the national popul~tion However their religion, 
langu;~ge, and culture will be at risk if no attention is given. If they were provtded Wlth 
opponunities 10 practice amongsl 'lhemselvt:S and share thcir uadi\ions with 0\hers. \hey 
would be less marginalized Within the schools, rncrature and matenals about the 
indtgenous population will provide indigenous students IYith a sense of pride and will 
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also enlighten the Bengali children. Songs and dances from different regions will be an 
enjoyable way for the students to participate .n cultural exchange. BRAC will develop 
partnerships wHh community leaders and assist them in designing activities to empower 
the children in their locali1y. 
8.2.3. 7 Scaling up continuing educnrion 
Suategic directions 
• Scale up communny involvemeru 
• Link up with other agencies to generate fund for vocationaltraimng 
• Expand the programme nauonwide 
• Take advantage of modem technology and link up with other organisatJons globally 
• Promote leadership 
• 1'rornote social values and teSj)Ons.il>i\ines \hrough Cominuins Educmon. 
BRAC operates a good number of libraries This IS quit msignificaru compared with the 
country's need. Reading c:emers designed fot the BEOC graduates are low-a>;~ while the 
Gonokendros t:~rgec the larger community and become self-financing withm two years of 
operation. Community involvement is an important feature of these libraries Increasing 
communhy involvement wtl\ make the libraries more dynamic and enhance 1he sense of 
local ownership. If additional computers and Internet connec.tions are pro\ided in the 
libraries. rural people will have greater access to information and technology Through a 
variety of courses, the \i'oraries will promote social values in differem an:as \ike 
afforeStation and develop human resources mcluding skills 
8.2.3.8 Enrly dti1dltoorl 1/et•dopnumt (l!CD) 
Strategic difeGtions 
• Examine the existing ECD ectivities and undertake cooperative activities at public 
and individual /private level 
• Encourage government and work on the basis of defined pritlciples 
• Promote advocacy for operating ECD schools in respect of policy formulauon, 
national plan of action and allocation in the annual budget of the govemmem. 
• Generate funds !Tom the community, private organiZ<~tions. governmem. and donor 
agettcies 
The overall development of a country depends on efficient utilization of its human 
resources Children are the future human resoun:es and n is necessary lhm they receive 
adequate nurturing ar.d suppOrt for development The foundation for a child's 
development takes mot dunng thetr first five years There are, however. insufficient 
opponumlles for early ehtldhood development Recognizing Ibis need, BRAC can make 
its entry into the area of eady childhood. developmem .. 
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8.2.4 Health sector 
8.2.-1.1 /llotherantl dliltf care 
• Mob1lt:mg pregnamll'omen for allle, posinatal carr:s ,md family plmmmg. 
• La11nching adl'ocacy 011 pmpr:r cluldccrc lhroug/1-Kf·ow/h promollon and 
lllllliiiiii::OII0/1. 
• Ccmnselmgfor cart: of newb()rn with b1Hh ll'l!lght promorum. 
In Bangladesh females occupy a lower status than males m many respects mcluding 
access to health services, nutriuon and educatiOn, Women ru:e depnved in maller of 
imerfamilial food distribution also. They do not get sufficient amenatal care services and 
food during pregnancy Safe delivery and postnatal care are also not ensured at village 
level As a result, the maternal death is as high as 600 per I 00.000 live births in 
Bangladesh. BRAC is actively im·olvcd in providing services of ruue natal care, post 
nrual care, F.unily planning and ether health services BRAC also works on awareness 
building of health related issues for women and children. But the services need to be 
enhanced through different forum and collabo:ation with the governmenl 
8.2..1. 2 WlJTm:u':; mtd t:ht!Jren':; IJ.:alth right 
Strategic Directions. 
• Raising mass awareness on reproduaive lleahh_ and against sexual abuse of women 
and children in tile community 
• Ensuring necessary services relaJcd to prael•cing reproduaivc rights 
• Strengthening linkage with BRAC SOCial developrnem programme 
Reproductive heal\h (RH) has long b«n viewed in \he developed rounlries with grut 
importance for its far-reachmg 1ruplicauons. In our roumry, reproductive health is a new 
health terminology with which majority of our people are not familiar. Many people are 
unab!e 10 auain optimal reproductive health because of incomplete knowledge about 
health and sexuality, sexual diseases; unavailability or poor quality of RH services, 
gender ~ias and lack of empowerment of women over their sa;ual and ~roductive lives 
Besides, se.xual abuse of children and women has become a common phenomenon in our 
society. They are abused within and outstde therr respective home.. To remove this kind 
of insecurity, children and women need to learn about how to break the silence of the 
society by its proper handling Cases like acid bum, sextml exploitauon, etc, can be 
linked wi1h the social developmen\ programme of BRAC. Addi\iona\ly, BRAC ~:an 
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ensure necessary services (contraceptive. pregnancy related care) related to practicing 
reproductive rightS 
8. 2.4.1 Health nnil muruion rights 
Strategic directions· 
• RaiSlng mass awaret~ess on nutrition rights of women a.nd children in the community 
• Developing a meGhanism to integrate lhe issue of women's empowerment in national 
development 
National development cannot be achieved without empowering the women who malce up 
half of the counny popularion. Women in our country are repressed socially, 
economicallY.. religiously, and culturally due to lack of knowledge and practices of 
human righ\S. Therefore, mass ampaign on awareness on nutrition rights of women and 
children in the commumty needs to be enhanced. Materials on nutritional rigllts should be 
made available to women and children for lheir use. Holding small group discussions in 
the villages, in meenngs. workshops and community centers may play significant role in 
introducing this right and removing psychological and social bmiers 
8.1.4.-1 Adolescentslzealth 
Strategic directions 
• S\tengtbening and e'Apanding the txiS\lng health, nutrition, and reproducti'fl: 
education programme in the commu(lity 
• Making provision of separate adolescent friendly programmes 
Adolescents m Bangladesh comprise 23% of the total population The strategy and 
approach of current health system in Bangladesh do not provide appropnate health care 
services to adolescents Among the ongoing programmes, adolescents are onJy being 
addressed through tile education forum focusing on girls. Strengthening and expansion 
of Clristing health, nutrition and reproductive education programmes are necessary in the 
community (focusing married adolescents and boys also). .Moreover. provision of 
separate adolescent fnendly programme {curalive package at Shushashto. combating 
micro nutrient deficiency, preventing unsafe <tbol1ion and early child beanng and 
education about AIDS) should be m place. 
8.:Z.·U .Vutrition nmlfoodfortificalion 
Strategic direcuons 
• Building awareness on fomfied foods amons community and policy makers, and 
strengthening awamtess on consumer rights 
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• Doing advocacy and building capacity of entrepreneurs and promotion of fortified 
food industries 
• Ensuring affordable fortified high energy food. specially for the ultra poor 
Fifty percent of all child death in Ban&ladesh is associated with malnutrition. and of those 
who live 48% of the under five children are underweight (low weight for age}, and 45% 
are stunted. About 30 to 40 percent ofmfants a;e born with binh weight less than 2.5 kg 
and 50 percent of women surrer from chronic energy deficiL For the above situation 
mat.ro and m1cro numem deficitnties p\a)' a vi\al role The 1:C001)mic conseq\ltl\(.cs or 
Bangladesh's malnutrition problenlS are profound, resulting in lost productivity. and 
reduced intellectual and learning capacity ln addition to causing individual tragedies 
like ma1cmal and child mortality. malnutrition e.xatts heavy costs from the health care 
system through excess morbidity h is necessary ;o strengthen the knowledge on the need 
and availability of micronutrient in various foods. In our country due to flood and soil 
tum over planEs, do not contain enough micronutrient BRAC can build awareness of 
fortified foods in the community, and among p;>licy makers and entrepreneurs including 
the women involved in small enterprises. Awareness on consumer rights can be 
ruen!',them:d by BRAC. Fonilled food industries can be built or 11romoted by BRAC 
Affordable fortified high-energy food. especially for the ultra poor, can be part of the 
scheme 
8.1. 4. 6 Safe u·atu ami sanittllion 
Strategic directions. 
• Strengthening awareness campaign on safe water and sallitation 
• 1\ddres~ng Ule demands based on emergmg needs 
• Developing mechanism for financing the WatSan Programme 
• Scaling up arsenic mitigation programme 
Large majority of the population are not only out of the system of using suslainable 
sani\aUon bu\ they are ah1> at nsk due to arn:nic comamina<ion of ground wau:r. The 
existing WaiCT and sanitation prognsmme needlto be revisited with in-depth analySis of 
the snuation and problems are is to be tdentified. Demand driven production should be 
enhanced. Awareness campaign (mass media etc.} based on the gaps can oe 
strengthened. A flexible credit facility for water and sanllation schemes can be 
introduced. The arsenic mtiigation project is to 0e scaled up and divisional arsenic testing 
plants can be installed on a pilot bas1s. 
8.1.4.7 Henlth security 
Strategic direction: 
• Devtloping policy on behavioral and nutritional health of the programme p<lrtJcipants 
as 'nell as BRAC staff 
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As a measure of the health security and job satisfaction, there can be provision of social 
msurance scheme for all BRAC staff. A community health insurance programme for the 
programme panicipanu. ultra poor, and non-group members can be introduced 
8.1.4.8 Prn>I!Jtli,•e and curative lrealth suvius 
Stra1egic directions: 
• Ensuring total health care services through referral system at local, regional and 
national level 
• Expanding eJ<isting Essential Health Care services 
The community demands that BRAC should address both curative and preventive health 
care. So essenual health care (anteruttal, natal, postnatal, curauve, preventive) services 
can be• expanded Complete health care services (regional upgraded clinics, 
pharmaceutical) can be introduced by BRAC on a pilot bas1s. 
8.2.4.9 Emo-ging and re~muging lrealtlt issues (Arsenic, STDIAIDS, ARI, Dmgue. 
TB, Pollution, Non communicnble diuase, rellabiliurtiJ•e lrenltll care. imnrunizntion) 
Strategic directions: 
• Strengthening networking among the woricing groups on emerging and re~erging 
health issues at national and mtemationallevel 
• Developing mechanism for mass camp;ugn throughout the country on emerging and 
re-emerging health issues 
Globally there is a transition in environment and disease pauem. The health issues has 
changed, reemerging health issues should be explored. In addiuoo, e.'<isting programmes 
{external and mtemal) should be revisited and the gaps be addressed. The existing 
rehabilitative health and immunization programme, for eJ<ample STDIRn HIVIAIDS. 
TB, ARl and Arsenic Mitigation Programme should be expanded. To make these 
programmes effectively functioning, alliance with related organization and netwOrking 
among working groups should be strengthened 
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